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I.  Introduction 
  

For years, cable television companies have been telling customers that a 500-channel era 

is imminent.[1]  While cable viewers continue waiting for this, or any, significant expansion, 
satellite television subscribers have long been able to enjoy hundreds of channel choices, 

including premium movies, sports, and news channels.[2]  Until recently, however, satellite 
carriers could not legally deliver the channels viewers wanted most (ironically, the ones which 

most viewers could already access): those of their local network affiliates.[3]  Congress lifted 
this “local-into-local” ban by passing the Intellectual Property and Communications Omnibus 

Reform Act of 1999 (“IPCORA”).[4]   

The Act was designed to fuel competition in the multichannel video industry.[5]  
Historically, cable television providers held the competitive edge because they could offer local 

channels, often with significantly improved reception quality.[6]  Cable subscribers could retire 
their clumsy set-top antennas (the so-called “rabbit ears”) or their rooftop antennas to the closet.
[7]  Satellite subscribers, on the other hand, could view local telecasts only by maintaining their 

antenna reception systems.[8]  The potential inconvenience of switching from the satellite to an 

external antenna deterred some customers from purchasing satellite systems.[9]  In fact, some 
studies showed that consumers chose cable television over satellite services primarily because 

satellites could not offer local stations.[10] 

            While the IPCORA does not guarantee all satellite subscribers access to local signals, it 

does give satellite carriers the option to provide service that was previously proscribed.[11]  
Immediately following the bill’s enactment, the nation’s two largest satellite carriers, DirecTV 

and Echostar, announced plans to offer local signals in mostly large markets.[12]  However, 

neither carrier had immediate plans to offer local channels to small or rural markets.[13]  Some 
rural-state congressional members lamented that the satellite companies’ plans would bring local 

broadcast service to only about 70 of the country’s 210 television markets.[14]  To encourage 
more local service, the original conference report had provided $1.25 billion in guaranteed loans 
to help satellite companies launch new satellite systems targeting rural and underserved markets.
[15]  Senator Phil Gramm (R-Tex.) opposed the loans on jurisdictional grounds and threatened to 

filibuster the entire act if the loan provision remained.[16]  The Senate eliminated the loan 

provision from the IPCORA before final passage.[17]    

  
II.  Legal Constraints on the Industry Before IPCORA 
a.  Regulation 
            The Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1988 (“SHVA”) prohibited local-into-local 

retransmissions.[18]  The Act allowed satellite retransmission of a station’s primary signal 



“embodying a performance or display of a work”[19] without violating the work’s copyright, but 

only to “unserved households.”[20]  The SHVA defined unserved households, in part, as those 

that could receive “grade B” strength signals using conventional rooftop antennas.[21]             

     b.  Litigation 
Before the IPCORA, satellite carriers and broadcast networks frequently fought their 

retransmission battles in court.  In CBS Broad. Inc. v. PrimeTime 24 Joint Venture, a Florida 
district court ruled that the defendant violated the SHVA by willfully or repeatedly transmitting 
copyrighted network programming to satellite subscribers who otherwise could have received 

their local affiliate stations.[22]  Several television networks and affiliates, including CBS and 
Fox Broadcasting Company, brought the action against the satellite carrier to prevent further 

unauthorized rebroadcasts of their programs.[23] 

The court granted a preliminary injunction against PrimeTime 24 in an earlier disposition 

of the case in May 1998,[24] holding that Congress intended to let the Federal Communications 
Commission (“FCC”) determine signal strength, which the agency had done with its grading 

system.[25]  The court noted that although the FCC’s methods for determining grade B signals 
were imperfect, the FCC was nevertheless following its mandate because the statute required the 

coverage intensity to be based on estimated field strength, not potential interference.[26]  Seven 
months later, the court granted a permanent injunction, ruling that PrimeTime 24 had failed to 

prove it was not retransmitting network programs to ineligible households.[27]  The ruling 

sharply criticized PrimeTime 24’s methods of identifying unserved households.[28]  The satellite 
carrier was using questionnaires that allowed subscribers to determine for themselves whether 

they received “acceptable picture[s]” using conventional antennas.[29]  The court rejected this 
practice, citing Congress’s express refusal to adopt a standard allowing subscribers to judge 

signal strength or picture adequacy.[30] 

            The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals issued a nearly identical opinion in the ABC 

network’s copyright infringement case against PrimeTime 24.[31]  In affirming an injunction 
against the carrier, the court held that PrimeTime 24 willfully and repeatedly infringed ABC’s 
copyrights in North Carolina’s Raleigh-Durham area by transmitting signals to ineligible 

households.[32]  Subscribers there were receiving distant ABC network broadcasts, even though 

virtually none of the subscribers qualified under the FCC’s signal strength guidelines.[33]  The 
court found it significant that PrimeTime 24 had lobbied Congress and the U.S. Copyright Office 

for a subjective signal strength test based on picture quality, which Congress did not adopt.[34]  
Echoing the Florida district court in CBS, the Fourth Circuit held that viewers’ “subjective 
assessments of picture equality are simply irrelevant to the question of eligibility for satellite 

service under the SHVA.”[35] 

  
III.  The New Law 

The IPCORA resolved some of the issues raised by the PrimeTime 24 cases by 
authorizing satellite carriers to immediately offer local-into-local service for the first six months 



of 2000, without needing a local station’s permission for retransmission.[36]  After six 

months, a local station could either demand that the satellite carrier continue retransmissions,[37]

in which case the station would receive no compensation, or try to negotiate a carriage fee or 

other compensatory form.[38] 

In areas where the satellite carrier does not offer local stations, the IPCORA institutes a 
dispute resolution procedure for satellite customers unhappy with their local television reception.
[39]  Any consumer who believes a local network channel is too weak to be received with an 
antenna can petition that station for a waiver, which would allow the consumer to receive a 
distant network channel through the satellite.  Local broadcasters must respond to waiver 

requests within 30 days.[40]  If a station disputes a viewer’s claim, the viewer can then request 

an eligibility test based on the current FCC signal strength standards.[41]  The satellite carrier 
and the station would then agree on “a qualified and independent person” to conduct the test.
[42]  If the test determines that the viewer is eligible to receive a distant network signal because 

of poor local reception, the local station must pay for the eligibility test.[43]  The IPCORA also 
directs the FCC to evaluate the grade B signal strength standard and recommend any appropriate 

changes to Congress within 12 months.[44]  

The satellite compulsory copyright license, which gives satellite carriers the right to beam 
distant network signals to their customers in unserved areas, is extended by the IPCORA for 

another five years until December 31, 2000.[45]  The IPCORA also reduces copyright rates for 

distant networks by nearly one-half.[46]  Although satellite companies will not have to pay 
copyright royalties to local stations to retransmit their signals, the IPCORA conference report 
makes clear that satellite carriers will be liable for copyright infringement if they willfully alter a 
local station’s programming or retransmit the station’s signal to any subscriber outside the local 

market.[47] 

  
IV.  The Future 

Not all industry groups were pleased with the IPCORA’s final content, including the very 
satellite companies the bill was designed to benefit.  EchoStar complained that it did not ensure 

that broadcasters would negotiate for retransmission rights.[48]  The IPCORA allows 
broadcasters to file grievances regarding retransmission contracts, but does not afford satellite 

companies the same right against broadcasters.[49]  On the other hand, DirecTV expressed 

overall support for the bill despite opposing some of its provisions.[50]  The National 
Association of Broadcasters applauded the legislation as “pro-consumer” and an important 

protection for local broadcasters.[51]  

Some Congressional members expressed disappointment or opposition to the legislation’s 
final version.  In a letter to FCC Chairman William Kennard, Senator John McCain (R-Ariz.) and 
Representative William Bliley (R-Va.), the Senate and House Commerce Committee chairs, 
respectively, asked Kennard to make signal strength recommendations within six months, not 

twelve.[52]  The letter also requested that the FCC immediately implement “good faith” rules for 



the retransmission negotiations between broadcasters and satellite companies.[53]   

Congress returned to the rural loan issue a few months after the IPCORA became law.  
Both the Senate and the House passed separate bills early in 2000 to authorize $1.25 billion in 
guaranteed loans for satellite providers who wish to retransmit local stations in small, 

underserved markets.[54]  To avoid the jurisdictional problem that prompted the Senate to drop 
the loans from the IPCORA, both bills authorize the Rural Utilities Service, under congressional 

jurisdiction of the Agriculture Committees, to administer the loans.[55]  President Clinton has 

indicated he will sign the final House-Senate version into law if it comes before him.[56] 
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